The Herd Boy

Activity Sheet page 1

What you will need:
2 sheets of A4 white paper
Glue and sticky tape
A pencil and crayons

Activity: Design a flag for a real or imaginary place. It could be for a space colony or fairyland.

Use Sheet 1 for your flag design

Place pencil at bottom corner of sheet 2 and roll up paper until it forms a tube. Loosen tube a little to allow the pencil to drop out then tape it. This will be your flag pole. Follow the stages below.
Flags use colour, shapes and images that tell us something about a country’s history and its people. The flag on the right tells a story of a country where children live happily and love nature. The sun and stars suggest that there is a bright future ahead. What story will your flag tell?

Tick which of the above flags is the South African flag?

Question: What does Malusi dream of becoming when he grows up?

Answer: